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She gets hungry - For dinner at eight - She loves the theatre -

- Tre-

Doesn't come late - She never bothers -

With anyone she'd hate - That's why the lady is a tramp -

Doesn't like dice games - With barons and earls -

Wont go to Harlem - Dressed in ermine and pearls -

Wont dish the dirt - With the rest of the girls - That's why this chick is a tramp -

She loves the free cool -

Wind in her hair - Life without care - She's broke -

But it's okay - Doesn't like Cal-i-for-nia - It's cold and it's damp -
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THAT'S WHY THE LADY IS A TRAMP

SHE GETS FAR TOO HUNGRY BABY WAIT THERE FOR DINNER AT EIGHT

SHE ADORES THE THEATRE HOWEVER DOESN'T GET THERE LATE SHE'D NEVER

- - - THER WITH SOME-ONE SHE'D HATE THAT IS WHY THE LADY IS A TRAMP

DOESN'T LIKE DICE GAMES WITH BARONS AND EARLS

NEVER MAKES A TRIP UP TO HARLEM DRIV-IN' SHINY LINCOLNS AND FORDS

SHE WONT DISH THE DIRT WITH THE REST OF THOSE BROADS THAT'S WHY THIS

CHICK IS A TRAMP SHE LOVES THE FREE FINE WILD KNOCKED OUT CUCKOO

GROOVY WING IN HER HAIR LIFES WITHOUT A CARE SHE'S BROKE

BUT IT'S ONE SHE LOATHES CALIFORNIA IT'S COLD AND IT'S DAMP

THAT'S WHY THE LADY THAT IS WHY THE LADY THAT'S WHY

THE LADY IS A TRAMP
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